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Well, Peter, you made my day! Two ways - you responded and you gave me some
information!!

We "downloaded" the Whitlock83 chart, but, (unlike our recent US
president), lacked the skill necessary to "unzip!" I am not very computer
literate (WordPerfect, e-mail, and Internet my only skills) but Jack spent
quite a bit of time searching for some sort of un-zipper; apparently there
is such a "program" or "option" in the bowels of Juno but Jack couldn't find
it. So, could you, somehow, send me the info? Sorry to be such a bother.

Don't know just what information you are interested in. Was glad to know
that both father and son were named Jason - makes sense out of the limited
information I have found in old "area history" stories written in the
1950's.

Don't know if you have in your "data" the fact that young Jason married a
Lillian Bender in 1904 - that would have made him 21 years old, or so.
Don't know any more - picked that tidbit up in story about Aldred family
where the writer mentioned that Lillian was a teacher and that she had
married Jason. If you need or want details, one of these days (months,
years) I plan to go down to courthouse to look for "stuff" and will put
looking up their marriage certificate on my list.

It figures that only Sarah was listed in Otero County census in 1910 as our
Father Jason died in 1908. Anyhow, your mention of the 1880 and 1900 census
gives me a starting place when I tackle the microfilm at the library.
Incidentally, Mrs. Sarah Whitlock belonged to the "women's society" of the
Avondale Methodist Church in 1904!!

There are some Whitlocks here in Pueblo but they don't claim kinship with
Jason. Actually, my husband and Howard E. Whitlock, Jr. (Bud) go to coffee
everyday. I don't know if he is interested in family history but Jack will
advise him (great conversation topic for coffee!) tomorrow of our "find."

Will use the postal service to send you a copy of feature story that was in
local paper in March. It tells about the book I am attempting to put
together. Looking after one family is bad enough; I have about 200 graves
to study - probably 175 or so families. Just finished profile on an old guy
who is responsible (directly or indirectly) for about 3 dozen of the
graves!! Many of the people in the cemetery are simply "there" - no
history, no family, no dates, no markers. Just names on a list and a
rectangle on the map.

Bored you long enough; thanks again for your help!
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